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Preface
This pamphlet is dedicated to the memory of Michael McCarthy of Maryland, USA, who
died in May 2012. Michael was a friend of PragRad Chair John Slinger. He authored a
brilliant and well-received article in PragRad’s first pamphlet, which is testament to his
intelligence, wit and humanity.
We are very grateful for individual donations through our #CrowdFund campaign from:
Andy Bagnall
Shiraz Ahmad
Sioned-Mair Richards

Maureen Ramsay
Elizabeth FitzGerald
Moneeb Noordeane

Richard Ramsay
Alex Burrows
Ryan Wain

Daniel Brember
Theo Blackwell
Amanda Ramsey

We would like to thank Labour Uncut which throughout 2012 published the articles
featured in this pamphlet written by those who won our events, and our event sponsors:

Pragmatic Radicalism - known simply as @PragRad by the Twitterati - provides a
new platform for Labour ideas, for all members and supporters. Our primary aim is
to promote political engagement, stimulate debate, encourage the development and
support for new policies.
‘Top of the Policies’ are informal events, bringing together 20 self-selecting speakers
who present new policy proposals in just 90 seconds, followed by two minutes of fastpaced Q&A from the audience which culminates in a ballot, using the first-past-the
post-system, to produce the Top Policy.
Working bottom-up, grass-roots right up to the Shadow Cabinet, Top of the Policies
(TOTP) are entertaining, innovative, democratic and inclusive events, usually chaired
by Shadow Cabinet ministers, including Sadiq Khan, Maria Eagle, Jack Dromey and
Jim Murphy and open the floor to all sections of the party.
Somewhere between pub banter and policy ‘wonkery’, this process reflects the cut
and thrust of the bubbling belly that is the Labour movement. But, as William Morris
knew, nothing that is useless can be truly beautiful. These events are fun but they
are not idle chatter. They form a substantial body of policy thinking, which can assist
Labour in moving towards government and achieving the party’s aims.
@PragRad has pioneered TOTP debates in Birmingham, Liverpool, Westminster and
Southwark, London, and Manchester. Top Policies is a showcase of some of the
winners from 2012. The additional 160 ideas show Labour has both the ideas and the
attitude to win. We would like to thank those who have written for this pamphlet, and
all involved in our events, either pitching ideas, asking questions, as members of the
audience, or chairing.

Production was funded by generous donation from:

We hope you enjoy the pamphlet and please come along to one of our informal, policy
in the pub events soon - www.pragmaticradicalism.co.uk - thank you.

Special thanks to Shaun Seymour @shaunseymour for taking photos at our events and
to Ryan Wain (@ryan_wain) for designing this pamphlet (pro bono).
The PragRad logo was designed by Steve Wright of www.syndicut.com.
This booklet
2 is free, but donations welcome at www.pragmaticradicalism.co.uk
Copyright Pragmatic Radicalism and the authors. All rights reserved.
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Jonathan Todd
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Introduction from Jon Cruddas MP
In Top of the Policies, Pragmatic Radicalism has come up with
a great idea to involve people in shaping Labour’s future. By
organising a series of events which invite people to pitch a
policy idea in two minutes they’ve created a political version
of slam poetry. Each policy idea comes with its own story and
each of the events creates a wider picture of the society we
live in and the ways in which we can improve it. It’s like having
a political discussion that avoids long statements and abstract
philosophising. It sticks to the point. This pamphlet records the
results of the first series of events.

will have strands of policy work. The themes and the strands
will be organised into the larger story of Rebuilding Britain. We
will not be successful if we speak down to our members or if
the Labour Party just talks to itself. We want a wider public to
get involved, organising house meetings so that people can
meet and discuss politics, building relationships and political
activity in our neighbourhoods. We will reach out to where
there is energy and new thinking, both locally, nationally and
internationally, and bring together expertise, organising skill
and good practice wherever we find them.

Labour’s policy review is about doing politics in new ways by
involving people in collective debate and activity. It’s about
more than polishing off a series of technically sound reforms.
They’re essential, but so is the story that binds them together.
Without a story of who we are and what we believe in and the
future we imagine for the country we are left with a pick and
mix of policies that will be impossible to communicate to the
electorate. Top of the Policies is an example of how policy
making can be part of a bigger picture of creating a more
inclusive and exciting way of thinking about politics.

We need a different way of talking about politics because the
political class has lost touch with how people live and speak
and feel about the world around them. We need to reconnect
and Pragmatic Radicalism can play a valuable role in making
this happen. I welcome the pamphlet and a second Top of the
Policies event at this year’s conference.

The policy review will be structured around three key themes: a
new economy, a good society and a new politics. Each theme
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Jon Cruddas MP
Co-ordinator of Labour Party Policy Review
September 2012
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Top of the Policies - General Theme
Chaired by Anthony Painter
The Baltic Fleet Pub, Liverpool
26 September 2011

Dealing with Dangerous Dogs
Dan Fox
Researcher, trainer and occasional blogger
A No Claims Bonus for National Insurance
Lord Glasman
Vocational training rather than transferrable skills
Mike Harris
Head of Advocacy at Index on Censorship and the Labour Vice-Chair of Lewisham Council.
Stop the gerrymandering, build communities – link MPs’ constituencies with local authorities
Sunny Hundal
Editor, Liberal Conspiracy
No tax for people on minimum wage.
John McTernan
Commentator and political strategist
Capital charging would make Government owned assets work harder
David Rowntree
Former Labour PPC
New class of rented accommodation for young people
Joe Sarling
Economist at Delta Economics
Regional banks for regional growth and national prosperity

Top Policy:
Amanda Ramsay
Former Labour Councillor and Cabinet Member
Lateral-thinking Revenue Raising Ideas to pay for Public
Services: a football transactions tax, a one per cent levy on
transfer fees to fund school playing fields, for example. Let’s
think more creatively…In theory, local councils could offer
discounts on council tax for those who process recyclable items
efficiently, generating capital receipt cash for public services,
from their sale to third parties who recycle into new products.
Ben Bradshaw
Member of Parliament
Immediate change to continental time to save money, spread light, health and happiness.
Chris Cook
Enterprise architect, Nordic Enterprise Trust; and market commentator.
Energy Loans: a Green Deal that will actually work
Josie Cluer
Former special adviser
Spend 1% of GDP on making renewable energy cheaper than coal and accessible to all
Rowenna Davis
Labour councillor in Southwark.
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John Slinger
Editor, Pragmatic Radicalism and Labour Party Member
Citizens’ Quantitative Easing
Anne Snelgrove
Labour’s Prospective Parliamentary Candidate for South Swindon
Right to Learn
Gisela Stuart
Member of Parliament
Apprenticeships for all
Tom Tàbori
Barrister pupil
The British homes investment fund
Jonathan Todd
Ex Labour PPC, associate editor of Pragmatic Radicalism and economic columnist for Labour Uncut.
Affordable childcare for all
Dan Whittle
Labour Party Member
A social infrastructure stimulus, funded by pension funds
Jon Worth
Associate fellow at IPPR
Mainstreaming the EU
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Top of the Policies - Skills
Chaired by Michael White
Barley Mow Pub, Westminster
17 January 2012

who need help in learning basic skills. Job seekers without basic skills could
improve their skills and graduates could build a bank of experience to help them get
jobs. And at no cost to the exchequer!
Van Coulter
Councillor and Executive Member for Leisure, Oxford City Council
Opportunities for the UK workforce through expansion of renewable energy
generation: As a nation, we have committed to providing at least fifteen per cent of
our energy needs through solar PV. However, as a nation we are facing a significant
shortage of skilled installation engineers needed to make good this commitment.
Providing robust skills training will enable many tens of thousands people to enter a
career with prestige and a career with a lasting future, whilst stimulating and greening our economy.
Parmjit Dhanda
Former MP & Parliamentary and Campaigns Officer of Prospect Union
Businesses playing a greater role in university education: It’s time for sandwich
courses, where a year in industry as part of an undergraduate degree becomes
standard for university courses, rather than an exception. Business needs to play a
bigger role in developing skilled labour and also make a contribution toward reducing student debt through the provision of a year of paid work, as part of a degree.

Top Policy:
Jake Hayman
Director, Future First
An alumni network for every state
school in the country
Access to relevant and relatable role
models is crucial for a young person’s
development and has a central role
to play in inspiring young people and
ultimately increasing social mobility. To
this end, we propose the creation of
alumni networks for every state school
in Britain.

Josie Cluer
Pragmatic Radicalism contributor and former Labour Special Adviser
Match unemployed graduates to jobseekers who lack basic skills: Britain has
a basic skills crisis. 5m people are not able to read and write, damaging their prospects in employment and in life. At the same time, we have 100,000 unemployed
graduates. We should set up a scheme to match volunteer graduates to job-seekers
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John Edmonds
Researcher and environmentalist
Training to prepare companies for the transition to a low carbon future: Within
the next twenty years we need to transform our economy so that we use resources
more efficiently and reduce carbon emissions. My idea for developing a new agenda
for skills is that every company should hold a half day training session for all their
staff each year at which the company’s plan for reducing carbon emissions and
increasing resource efficiency will be presented and discussed. This should be followed by a discussion of the training that will be required to deliver the plan.
Allan Graveson
Senior National Secretary, Nautilus International
Fiscal incentives for training: The Corporation Tax system could be used to incentivise training. This may require credits where tax liabilities are low in a particular
year. Tax Allowance set according to course/qualification and number. Alternatively
to Corporation Tax, sector specific schemes similar to ‘Tonnage Tax’ in the shipping
sector with penalty payments for non-training. This avoids complex inaccessible
and wasteful funding schemes that favour low value/low skill employment. This
should be for the long term, i.e. at least 10 years. This should be included in Company Annual Accounts.
Denise Linay
Royal College of Midwives
It doesn’t add up: Midwives are often required to do complex drug calculations
but mention numeracy and a haze descends. Our policy idea seeks to cultivate an
environment where numeracy skills are valued and not just seen as the province
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of those undertaking a skills for life qualification.
Paul Moloney
Shipping Consultant, First Actuarial
We need to ensure jobs deliver skill based training: We would like to make the
case for a much greater emphasis in the UK on skills being taught as an integral
part of the work someone does. We therefore will make the argument that dedicated stand alone training, such as cadetships and apprenticeships are outdated
and do not deliver the right skills needed. In addition they present training as
unproductive and expensive for many employers.
Mike Morgan-Giles
Political Communications Consultant
Bringing accountability and transparency to the skills agenda: The Government, rightly or wrongly, has committed to a private sector led economic recovery.
However, while many of these private firms happily take public money for providing
services, they fail to be held to account in the same way as public bodies. The
methods they use to upskill their workforces often therefore remain a mystery, and
to change this we need to extend the Freedom of Information Act.
Anthony Painter
Chairman of Hackney University Technical College
Create a new high quality technical education offer for those aged 14+: The
purpose of education is to equip students with the capabilities to thrive socially,
economically and intellectually in the world around them. A hybrid and high-quality
academic, technical, personal and work-linked curriculum should exist alongside
the traditional pure play academic route. It should be taught in University Technical
Colleges and within specialist schools, offer progression to higher education or
employment and be delivered in partnership with employers. Student strengths are
varied and so should the education system be: status and quality however must be
universal. A new high quality technical education offer faces this reality.
Amanda Ramsay
Former London Councillor and Cabinet Member
To start a national Skills Mentoring Scheme (SMS): Labour would start national
register of experts and organisations, giving of their time, advice and expertise (and
donations to part-fund scheme) to help as mentors, setting-up opportunities to
access on-the-job skills for CV-building, through structured work experience, for
young people and those re-training for career change. Headline grabbing ideas as
well as bread and butter opportunities, from hard to access industries like music,
media and film as well as the more traditional working arenas found in most towns
and cities, teaching, shadowing a lawyer or legal secretary, catering, gardening, you
name it, virtually all workplaces should feature.

adults of working age which are redeemable for any kind of vocational training.
Such vouchers could be cashed not only at training institutions, but also at a
newly-created online ‘Skills Bank’ which links people with skills and experience with
new entrants to the jobs market or the unemployed. I.e. people in work would be
incentivised to contribute their experience.
Tom Tàbori
Branch Secretary, Kentish Town Labour Party
Broaching the skills gap: The ‘skills shortage’ is used as an excuse by companies
who do not want to train up young people themselves. Free apprentices would
remove this excuse and encourage them to recruit from their community, paid for
by diverting the corporate interest in academies to where it is better suited: the
education-employment skills gap.
Jane Thomas
Friends of the Earth
Building a new economy around green technologies: Repairing the public finances can be achieved by creating jobs and growth through building a “new economy”
around green technologies and creating business opportunities as part of our third
industrial revolution. University funding and R and D support must be geared more
to the development of high end specialised green technologies such as electric
cars and second generation wind & solar energy systems. And accredited skills
development programmes delivered by FE colleges could help local communities to
source local energy production (wind, water, anaerobic digesters).
Jonathan Todd
Consultant at Europe Economics
Integrate skills funding with local economic development: Responsibility for
skills funding should be devolved to re-energised Employment and Skills Boards
that would bring together employers, trade unions and political leaders to ensure
that skills are hardwired into local economic development strategies.
Dan Whittle
Director, Unions21
Using the lever of local government procurement to apply good practice in
learning: As more public services leave direct local authority control the potential
to use the contracts we make with service providers as a lever for social good
grows. Ed Miliband proposed that the next Labour Government would link public
procurement contracts with taking on apprentices – in the meantime Labour in local
government can and should go much further.

John Slinger
Chair of Pragmatic Radicalism
QE for Skills & online Skills Bank: If the Government / Bank of England can print
£275bn to aid the banking sector, it should be possible to print vouchers for all
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State schools need alumni networks every bit as much as
private schools
Future First’s vision is that every state school should be
supported by a thriving, engaged alumni community that helps
each school to do more for its students.
State school alumni are no less likely to want to “give back”
than private school alumni. It’s just that state schools haven’t
traditionally been so good at asking. Future First is changing
that.
Future First’s own research shows that 39% of 16 to 19
year olds who went to a state school do not know anyone
in a job they’d like to do. Yet, there’s an untapped pool of
over 10 million UK adults who would be willing to return to
their old schools to talk about work or higher education.
Future First was founded in 2009 to help reconnect former
students with their old school’s community as role models for
current students. Successful alumni return to school to raise
awareness of the huge range of possibilities for success in the
world of work and the key skills needed to achieve it.
We know it works. 75% of students at our in-school alumni
events say that hearing from alumni in jobs made them want to
work harder in their lessons.
By April 2012, we had taken a leap toward realising that vision
with the launch of a new nationwide service. It’s an intelligent
database service that helps state schools to build alumni
networks from the ground up by keeping in touch with school
leavers, as well as retrospectively signing up older alumni. We
are hugely grateful to the cabinet office, the Social Investment
Business and ZING for their support in making this happen.

to state schools across the country was demonstrated with
500 schools rushing to sign up to the service. Our aim is for
every state school to have an alumni network within 10 years.
Our new service helps schools track their alumni’s progress
after they leave school and to ensure that they remain part of
the school community. We then support schools to mobilise
this army of volunteers in a whole host of ways.
We will continue to promote the use of alumni as relatable role
models as we have since Future First’s foundation; however,
we are also helping schools to exploit the other ways to get the
most out of these alumni volunteers. Former students can act
as mentors or e-mentors; offer work experience opportunities
to current students; volunteer to support in-school activities,
such as reading or sports; or potentially become a school
governor.
There is also the really exciting opportunity to work with
schools to help them fundraise for extra-curricular activities.
Our research with YouGov identified an additional £75m+ of
potential donations available to UK state schools from their
former students.
We’re excited to be leading a culture change that will see
giving back to the school and community that gave you the
chances to get ahead in the first place become the norm, and
will see more state school students equipped to get ahead
from the moment they step through those school gates for the
last time.

Jake Hayman
Director, Future First

In the first three weeks after its launch, the value of the service
12
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Top of the Policies - Youth Unemployment
Chaired by Siôn Simon
South Birmingham College, Birmingham
24 February 2012

so give something back to their community.
As well as good qualifications of both a vocational or academic nature invaluable
long term work experience shows commitment, reliability, punctuality and enthusiasm in a potential employee and may go some way to making our young people
ambassadors of our great city and country who can compete with the best of skills
and qualifications in an international market on the international stage of competition and progression.
Cllr John Clancy
Quinton Ward, Birmingham City Council
Require Local Government Pension Funds to invest in Youth Employment Business Bonds to invest in businesses employing 30-50% young employees.
Require each UK Local Government Pension Fund to allocate just 1% of their assets currently in investment (£161billion) each year for the next 5 years, up to 5%
by 2016, into a UK Young Employment Local Investment Bond or UK Social Impact
Bonds for equity investment into businesses employing 30-50% young employees.

Top Policy:
Lee Marsham
Birmingham UpRising Alumni Advisory
Board
Enterprise and Post School Options
Greater inclusion of enterprise in
school curriculum and transformation
of post schooling options with a new
Ucas style system for apprentices
and a funding stream for Start Up
Enterprise ideas.

Ahmad Bostan
Co-Managing Director of Unity FM
Invest your time and your cv will shine: With rising levels of youth unemployment
and the coalition government’s policies only decreasing the chances of the positive
economic and social progression of the vast majority of young people coming in
to view, it’s time for institutions of further and higher education to encourage their
students to become volunteers to build up their skills and employability and in doing
14

Brian Duggan
Young Fabian National Executive Committee
Peer Mentoring – By and For Young People: Pair up young people out of work
with peers in work using a mentoring scheme run by and for young people. Job
Centres working with local community groups could be used to facilitate regular
conversations between in and out of work peers, where the in work young person
offers advice and encouragement to a peer seeking work.
Simon Hogg
Wandsworth Labour Councillor
Massively multiply unpaid internships: Free work experience is a gateway into
several of the key professions; it is a social leveller and should be a natural part of a
young person’s working life.
Andy Howell
A bespoke housing apprenticeship for Birmingham: About 40 per cent of children
leave school at 16 in Birmingham without qualifications. Many come from homes where
English is not the first language. They lack the qualifications to go to college, so work is
key to integrating them into Birmingham society. There has never been an apprenticeship scheme in Birmingham targeted upon council and other social housing in Birmingham. This would provide the employment opportunities that these school leavers need.
Tony Kennedy
Birmingham City Councillor
Young people to decide & deliver neighbourhood improvements: Young people
join together in communal teams, deciding and delivering neighbourhood improvements with personal and collaborative portfolios, rated by peers and rewarded by
intensive, work-based mentoring by staff in organisations approaching retirement age,
with experiences designed to further enhance employability.
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Participants will gain real-world experience and acknowledgement of transferable
skills, a deal will be done with employers for quality placements and long-term support for participants (e.g. Mayoral Markets could be created to showcase products,
services and individuals.)

How enterprise can empower young people to tackle youth
unemployment

Maria Kerr
Social Care Consultant
Develop educational and industry link: The education system and the labour market have to go hand in hand. Students/undergraduates should use one year during
the course of their study for industrial attachment.

Youth unemployment is a national crisis that has been
worsening steadily in the last few years and has increased to
unprecedented levels in recent times.

The education system teaches the young something whereas the workplace
demands a totally different thing. The demand of the workplace and the inputs
injected do not match; lack of co-ordination is the dominant. Industrial attachment
will acquaint students with practical knowledge, prepare them in advance and help
them to establish industry networks and contacts.

With financial tightening well underway and no sign of it
loosening any time soon, it is hard to see an obvious solution
to the problem from within our current leaders in many of our
sectors of work. Why?

Vicky Pietersen
Labour Party member – Rugby
Top Gear: Young people are further disadvantaged in the job market when opportunities are based in out of town locations with little or no public transport at times
that suit shift patterns. Innovative incentives such as free driving lessons at the end
of work placements is one solution.

Today we are faced with a generation of leaders who only
know how to put programmes in place with government
support and incentives, both of which are on shortening
supply. As of yet no one has adapted to the new austere times.

Amanda Ramsay
Former Labour Councillor and Cabinet Member
Do job centres help reduce youth unemployment and do they need whole scale
reform in a post-industrial society? With nearly a quarter of all young people
between 16-24-year-olds not in education, employment or training (NEETs) and
facing the dole queue, job centres need urgent root and branch reform so they are
genuinely effective resource providers and a real part of the solution. The old labour
exchange model has no place in a post-industrial, service-led economy.

It seems that only young people themselves can solve youth
unemployment. But in order to enable young people to achieve
this, we need to capitalise on the business capacity that they
can provide.

John Slinger
Chair of Pragmatic Radicalism, member of Rugby Labour Party
Tax rebates for anyone mentoring a young unemployed person for the longterm:
A 1% income tax rebate should be paid to anyone who mentors a young unemployed person for more than three years. Youth charities such as UpRising and
IntoUniversity would be asked to select and host the mentors. Funding for this
would come from central government, local councils and businesses.
Waseem Zaffar
Councillor for Lozells & East Handsworth Ward, Birmingham City Council
Opportunities to develop business skills at school as part of the curriculum:
This will enable young people not only to look for employment later in life, but to be
in a position to create employment for others as entrepreneurs.
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This can only be achieved through a radical reshaping of the
current curriculum so it entrenches entrepreneurship into
young people. Through some of my volunteering experiences
I have often delivered enterprise sessions in primary and
secondary schools. In most cases, these sessions are
arranged as a once-a-year enterprise day or week, and only
the name and format varies from school to school. It is nothing
more than a curiosity – a change to the usual school day.
Through delivering these sessions I’ve witnessed first-hand
how engaged many of the students become, where students
can express their own ideas and creativity for possibly the
first time. Often the underperforming students rise to the top,
17

displaying levels of competence not normally seen during the
normal school year.
And then that’s it.
That day or week is over and nothing is ever followed up. That
short-term confidence boost that some students receive or the
wetting of their appetite for future enterprises fades as quickly
as it came.
There are already good examples of programmes that are
engaged with this sort of work (the Young Enterprise Company
Programme is one of them), but too often they are only in the
good schools that need them least, as only those schools can
pay for the service provision.
By making it part of the curriculum these programmes can
be expanded and become common in all schools. This will
create generations of future young people who so often have
the ideas and drive but lack the skills and confidence to apply
them. By giving them real-life school enterprise experience this
will change.

two options on the table. A third option could be made
available – to give students now confident in enterprise an
opportunity to take out a loan of up to £9,000 to kick start
their own business.
The loan would work in entirely the same way as the tuition
fees and only be paid back once the entrepreneur starts
earning at a certain level.
This would provide a low-risk way of getting capital to startup entrepreneurs at a time when banks are so reluctant to
lend, it would utilise an existing framework, and it would
send a powerful and positive message to students that there
are many paths to, and definitions of, success.

Lee Marsham
Birmingham UpRising Alumni Advisory Board
Enterprise and Post School Options

In addition, much could be gained by levelling post-school
playing field combining the application for all options available
to school-leavers under one system, similar to that of UCAS.
This could combine apprenticeships with the traditional
“academic” options and would work well under a system
where all students have to stay engaged with education up
until the age of 18.
This would provide a strong message that the diverse career or
education options available to students are equal, and provide
them with a greater knowledge of all that is available to them.
However, there is an opportunity to offer more than just those
18
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Top of the Policies - Defence
Chaired by Jim Murphy MP
Barley Mow Pub, Westminster
26 March 2012

NATO member states. The Secretary General should answer Parliamentary Questions and report more fully on NATO policies and decisions; and
our Labour defence review should commit us to press for these changes
in the North Atlantic Council.
Jeremy Corbyn
Labour MP for Islington North, Vice-Chair of CND
Scrap Trident: Labour should focus the UK’s defence forces on the real
security needs of the country, and end our possession of nuclear weapons by scrapping Trident and ending plans to replace it. The UK should
commit to advancing nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation and
securing international agreement of a Nuclear Weapons Convention.
Andrew Gibson
Independent researcher & Secretary of Nottinghamshire Fabian Society
The UK should publish a declaratory posture relating to cyber attacks: The declaratory posture would state when and how the UK would
respond to particular types of cyber attack. The purpose of this cheap
policy is twofold: i) it would convey the seriousness of attacking certain
targets and ii) decrease tension, by acknowledging that cyber espionage
is not the same as war.

Top Policy:
Dan Fox
Honorary Research Associate, UCL
Cyber Reserves: Strength through Expertise
Cyberspace is not just a new means of
communication and exchange. It is a whole
new environment, and one that is as crucial to
UK national security as land, sea and air. Other
governments have tens of thousands of people
deployed to cyberspace – and not just for
defensive purposes.
Creating a Cyber Reserve – dedicated civilians
with the knowledge and ability to protect our
cyber borders – will not only reap rewards
in defence policy but in the education and
economic arenas, too.

Hugh Bayley
Labour MP for York Central; Vice President NATO Parliamentary Assembly
Making NATO accountable to the public in NATO member states:
More transparency is needed to make NATO accountable to the public in
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Steve Hucklesby
Policy Adviser, Baptist, Methodist & United Reformed Churches
Strengthen NATO - Concentrate on Conventional Forces: NATO and
its partners now perceive the alliance in more pragmatic terms than was
the case during the Cold War era. NATO watchers have to be imbued with
patience by the bucket load as formal mechanisms for NATO reform move
at a ponderous pace, yet the future direction is clear. The nuclear element
of the alliance will become less critical in years to come.
The UK must revisit its long-term nuclear contribution to the alliance as 1)
the impact on the alliance of a phasing out of the UK nuclear contribution
will be negligible 2) the opportunity cost of not doing so will be considerable.
Paul Lynch
Labour council candidate in St Helens
The Reduction or Abolition of Tax for Serving Personnel: One of the
greatest disgraces facing our Armed forces at the moment is the pitiful
pay and living conditions recieved by serving personnel.
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However, with austerity measures kicking in, and the contempt with which
the ConDems hold the MOD, it would be almost impossible to attempt a
pay rise measure. Instead I propose that the taxes of all serving personnel
be reduced, with the greatest cut to the lowest paid. This would not only
provide extra income for these men, women and their families, but potentially provide a boost in growth in our Forces towns, which often suffer
from disproportionate deprivation.
Mike Morgan-Giles
Political communications consultant and writer
Dragging the UN Security Council into the 21st Century: This World
War II relic needs modernising to make it more relevant, representative
and respected. Suggested pathway to reforming this dated institution.
Tom Page
Labour Party Member
The UK’s Carrier Strike Capability: It is clear that while the UK needs to
re-instate a carrier strike capability the MoD is struggling to afford it. As
debate rages over whether to fit ‘cats and traps’ and which variant of the
F-35 should fly from the ships, debate should in addition focus on alternative aircraft types that could replace the F-35, either as an interim measure
until the F-35 becomes affordable or as a permanent solution.
Amanda Ramsay
Former Cabinet Member/Councillor
Jobs for the UK and Typhoon aircraft for the Queen Elizabeth Class
Aircraft Carriers: There is a credible alternative to the F-35 which could
be built in the UK, would have excellent and proven military capability, and
which would safeguard critical defence manufacturing infrastructure and
UK jobs. This alternative would be a naval version of the Typhoon aircraft.
Cllr Alasdair Ross
Ipswich CLP, LFF Advocate & ex-Regular soldier/reservist
A Complete Overhaul of the TA: The planned reliance on the Territorial
army by the current Government is not practicable, they are not able to
deploy to combat situations as a whole territorial unit. More use of Reservists is feasible but the current (and planned structure) of the Territorial
army is not fit for task.
Closer links between Regular and TA units to be used which will allow
parts of the MOD Estate to be sold off and leave a territorial Army far better trained and integrated with the Regular Army.
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John Slinger
Labour Council Candidate & Chair of PragRad
Establish a Humanitarian Intervention Taskforce Across Three Services: A new taskforce is needed to enable the UK to better carry out its
responsibilities under the emerging Responsibility To Protect doctrine. This
taskforce would have a permanent headquarters, as per NATO’s Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps and would bring together international best practice
on and plan for nation-building following humanitarian interventions.
Ryan Wain
Education Ambassador at the West India Committee
Humanitarian Intervention Abroad? Let’s Start at Home: A simple idea
which will address a problem that Western Liberal Democracies have always faced. Syria, Libya, Sierra Leone, Uganda – you name the countries
and the world can name the problems, so why is it that politicians flip-flop
when it comes to humanitarian intervention?
There is no consistency in proffering military support and the question
of whether we are interest-led or value-led is often answered
retrospectively?
Whatever motivates our Defence Policy, it’s time we learnt exactly what
our interests are and what our values our – this policy proposal is
based on just that: getting out there and speaking to the Party
Membership, General Public and Service People to shape and determine
our values and interests, which in turn will be the underbelly of Labour’s
Defence Policy.
Chris Wragg
A Neutral Observer
Enshrining the Independence of the Intelligence Assessment in Law:
The Butler Review did much to highlight issues affecting the impartiality
of the intelligence assessments which support a range of national security
policies (including decisions regarding military intervention). Many of its
recommendations have been implemented, providing some safeguards
against the risk of political pressure unduly influencing intelligence
analysis. However, the potential still remains for political considerations
to undermine the independence of the intelligence advice provided to
government. Definitive legislation protecting the intelligence assessment
community from interference would be one measure that could help to
rebuild public confidence in an assertive foreign and defence policy.
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Broadband of brothers: citizen soldiers and cyber warriors

crucial role to play.

An active national security policy is an expensive business.
So given how uncertain our world has become, in terms of
both the economy and the threats we face, and how active our
armed forces have been this last decade, it is not surprising
that defence is permanently at the top of the political agenda.
Last October’s Strategic Defence and Security Review has
been followed by Labour’s own consultation.

Even the most diligent of military observers is unlikely to be
familiar with theSpecial Works Teams of the Royal Engineers,
covering railways, power, fuel, water, ports and construction.
But, comprised of reservists with relevant civilian qualifications
and careers, these units have, since the 1960s, contributed to
the construction and protection of critical infrastructures.

But one of the most significant initiatives of recent times has
received relatively little attention outside of military circles:
Future Reserves 2020 (FR20).

Since 1998, they have been joined, in the Royal Signals, by the
Land Information Assurance Group (LIAG). This is the basis on
which FR20 seeks to expand reserve involvement in defending
our cyber borders.

The citizen soldier is a complex concept, with a millennia-old
tradition. It is grounded in the idea that the diversity, effort
and volunteer commitment of all can be mobilised in defence
of communities, societies and nations when required, or kept
prepared in reserve.

But how is a fully-fledged cyber reserve to be properly
realised? The focus should be on skills. Not only does
this dovetail neatly with the citizen-soldier ideal, a cyber
reserve leading in ensuring the right investment in skills and
collaboration with the private sector also has significant
implications beyond defence policy and into the economic
and education arenas. Any such initiative could include
cyber apprenticeships, industrial fellowships with technology
companies for lecturers (especially from the oft-neglected
Further Education sectors), and even the ‘white-hatting’ of
hackers, to turn their expertise to do good.

To be sure, for many who have not chosen a regular military
career in the first place, the commitment to training and then
serving even part-time with the army, navy or air force to
defend our land, sea and air, is problematic. There is, however,
another environment where dealing with the dangers we face
requires a range of experience and approaches.

Our young people deserve the opportunity to gain this
competitive advantage. A national reputation and capability for
cyber resilience – that is, not just securing us against attacks
but exploiting the innovation that they inspire – will not just
make us safer, but wealthier, too. To update Wilfred Owen, it is
sweet and fitting to code for one’s country.

With conscription and national service distant memories in
the UK, the military reserve no longer occupies a place in
the popular imagination similar to that in countries (such as
America , Canada, Israel and some of our European partners)
where citizen soldiering is more commonplace.

Protecting cyberspace is not just a military responsibility, but
a Cyber Reserve, based on the principles of civilian volunteers
already entrenched in the currentreserve forces, can have a
24

Dan Fox
Honorary Research Associate, UCL
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Barley Mow Pub, Westminster
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Maria Brenton
Project Manager for OWCH (Older Women’s Cohousing) Group, London
Senior cohousing – setting up supportive, self-governing communities:
Self-help and mutual support among people of 50+ offer one answer to the
current crises of housing and social care as well as societal ageing. The senior
cohousing community offers an entirely new, self-governing, mixed tenure
model for the UK, enabling down-sizing and drawing on un-mortgaged equity.
Local authorities need policy direction on this from central government.
Emma Burnell
Author of the Scarlet Standard Blog
A windfall bank tax for social housing: In addition to Ed Ball’s plan to tax
banker’s bonuses (which are separate from bank profits) I propose a bank profit
windfall tax to raise £7 billion – enough to build 100,000 homes at social rent.
Stephen Bush
Progress Columnist and Journalist
Create a Ministry for Housing and Construction: There is a reason why, in
times of retrenchment, housing expansion and long-term state construction
projects are shelved: they lack a heavyweight political champion at the Cabinet
table. We’ve seen the difference that a Department for Climate Change can
have. Let’s do the same for housing.

Top Policy:
Dr Eoin Clarke
Grass-roots member of Labour Left
A Rent Regulation Act
Private lettings rental prices are to be subject to a “Housing Officer Valuation”
in order to determine a fair rent in line with the market rates & condition of
the property, after which landlords are to be prevented levying above inflation
yearly increases in private rents upon their tenants.

Cllr Karen Alcock
Deputy Mayor and lead member for Housing in LB Hackney
Moving beyond rent or buy: The current intermediate housing market is not
working. For many it is unaffordable, particularly for those low and middle income families who cannot access social housing, We need to develop a widely
understood, sustainable intermediate tenure. Including a review of who these
homes are for as well as what are the right levels of affordability. Government
should commit to developing a long term building programme for this tenure.
Cllr Theo Blackwell
Private rent stabilisation
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Lord Campbell-Savours
Labour peer and former MP
Doubling the amount of social housing in new developments without
spending more money.
Jeremy Corbyn MP
Greater security of tenure, higher standards of energy efficiency, higher
standards of repair, and registration and control of rent levels. Behind this
of course is the issue of the housing benefit cap which has resulted in many
tenants in London being threatened with losing their private rented flats (1300 in
Islington alone).
Stephen Cowan
Labour Leader of the Opposition, Hammersmith and Fulham
The Right to Sell: Labour must announce policies that demonstrate how will
help people to achieve their home ownership aspirations if it is to connect with
key groups of voters and win the next election. One policy could be to give all
tenants a right own an accruing share in their homes up to a percentage set
by the landlord. There are several ways of organising and financing this such
as mutualised housing, housing bonds linked to rents, community land trust
or even using government funds to encourage people not to under-occupy.
All require treating a proportion of a tenant’s rent as buying an accruing share.
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These shares are can be cashed in at any point that the resident wishes to sell
and move out. However, they have to sell the share back to the landlord so the
home is kept in the social housing supply. The policy would require a return
to secure tenure and an end to right-to-buy. It will encourage social mobility,
geographical mobility and help to tackle under-occupation.
Brian Green
Brickonomics
QE Housing: Channel £50bn (more perhaps) of QE (Bank of England’s Asset Purchase Facility) into a non-governmental public interest company that
develops homes and new towns then unwind the QE by selling them later into
private/public/social ownership. Treasury most likely will end up in surplus on
the deal through increased employment tax and reduced benefit payment, we’d
have about 500,000 or so new homes, we’d create almost 1 million job years
and the economy would get a huge boost.
Cllr Mike Harris
Labour Councillor for Lewisham
To solve our housing crisis, we need to tackle the subsidies first: Many on
the left want to deal with our housing crisis with additional funding, but first
we need to recognise the many ways the price of housing is inflated by hidden
subsidies that more often than not benefit the richest.
Steve Hart
Unite Political Director
Get serious about housing: Restore the right of every citizen to decent affordable housing to the highest policy priority – just as Beveridge did in 1942.
Accept that the market has failed and that it is the responsibility of government
to deliver on that right. Build 500,000 housing units per year including 150,000
which are rent controlled, and restore rent controls – as part of a growth strategy for the economy – if these policies are good enough for François Hollande
who pledged this in his manifesto and won, why not for Britain?
Simon Hogg
Wandsworth Labour Councillor
Pension and sovereign wealth funds to finance 50,000 homes a year:
Central government, banks and individuals are too indebted to invest in new
housing; institutions such as pension funds must be convinced to lend their
huge financial power to affordable housebuilding.
Rev Paul Nicolson
Chair Zacchaeus 2000 Trust
Housing for the 99%: My first policy reintroduces rent controls and abolishes
the housing benefit caps. Labour will have to eat humble pie if it abolishes the
local housing allowance it invented. My second is some form of land taxation
which will bring land banks and empty housing into use; a land value tax could
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replace the regressive council tax. I add some thoughts about the strategic
direction of future Labour Party housing policy.
Vincenzo Rampulla
Member of the Young Fabians Executive
Premium Bond Housing: There are between 750,000 to one million private
landlords in the UK, investing their own money in other people’s housing based
on the idea that bricks and mortar is a safer investment than stocks and shares.
Britain could take that investor mentality and open it up to wider savers in
Britain to kick start housing investment. People currently invest £98 billion in
premium bond-style products, an amount that has been growing since 2006-7.
With the average Britain having around £17k in short and long term savings and
investments there is a strong opportunity to deliver a strong investment product,
which would allow investment in housing and open up a savings culture in British homes.
Amanda Ramsay
Former Cabinet Member and London Councillor
Fairer housing policy for tax payers and tenants alike: With buying a home
ever harder and social housing in ever shorter supply, private rents are soaring
yet help from housing benefit has been capped, rent controls are urgently
needed in city areas, as in New York City, to limit the price a landlord can charge
a tenant for rent and regulate the services the landlord must provide. Failure to
provide these may allow the tenant to demand a lower rent.
John Slinger
Chair, Pragmatic Radicalism
Consider building on the Green Belt for those with tightened belts: A shortfall of 750,000 homes by 2025 (IPPR) means building on the Green Belt must be
considered in addition to brownfield sites. 250,000 homes could be built in 25
new towns, primarily for working families, housing 1 million people, which would
require building on only 0.0013 per cent of the current green belt (itself only 13
per cent of UK land mass). Naysayers need only look at Rawabi City, the first
new city in the Palestinian Territories, currently under construction, to see how it
can be done, even under difficult circumstances.
Ryan Wain
Marketing Executive, TBWA\London
Widen access? Make student accommodation more affordable: Our government should look to increase the number of affordable accommodation available
to students. Private accommodation and halls of residences, especially in inner
city areas, are increasingly unaffordable and – even more so than inflated tuition
fees – present the biggest threat to social mobility. Student housing is generally
cheaper to build than other housing, it can be multi-purpose in use and funding
could come from excess fee income generated by Universities.
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Towards a real housing revolution: reforming tenure in the private
rented sector
At a time of economic recession, when social house building is at an
all-time low and cheap credit is no longer available for most first time
buyers, those groups who in better days would have accessed social
housing or benefited from more equitable house price to income ratios will
increasingly find themselves locked into a cycle of private renting. In order
to ensure that the private rented sector (PRS) is up to the task of housing
a growing and ageing population, I am advocating a reform of the current
assured shorthold tenancy (AST), which would increase security of tenure
beyond the present 6 month minimum, towards one where most private
tenants who pay their rent on time and play by the rules are rewarded with
long term sustainable tenancies.
If we were to ensure that the PRS was both an affordable and long term
option, there would be fewer reasons for households to hold out for social
housing. This would lower waiting times and allow local authorities to
focus their energies on the neediest without the resentment that often
comes from those who feel excluded.
Anyone working within the advice or local government sectors will be
aware of the dangers inherent within complaining about disrepair and
maintenance issues. Not only is this likely to receive little or no attention
from the local environmental health authority, it is also likely to see an
unscrupulous landlord claiming possession of the property; the so-called
“retaliatory eviction”.
If tenants had increased security of tenure, they could enforce their rights
without the fear of being evicted. As time passed and the worst offenders
would realise that they could no longer shirk their responsibilities; they
may become more proactive about maintenance and emergency repairs,
thus reducing the need for enforcement at all.
As tenants are provided with more of a stake in where they live, I would
expect to see an increase in tenants’ rights groups acting as advocates
and brokers, and taking the lead on community issues. As tenant groups
grow more powerful, this would increase their collective bargaining power
and allow them an opportunity to inform decision making in a democratic
way.
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It would then be up to the tenants and landlords to decide amongst
themselves what they most desired; new windows or cheaper rents.
The arguments against increasing security of tenure are reasonably
similar to those against rent controls; that increased regulatory or financial
burdens on landlords will drive them out of the market, decrease supply
and lead to an increase in homelessness. However, the number of
people living in the PRS has almost doubled since the introduction of the
AST, and this is a trend which does not look likely to change. Although
additional regulation is always greeted with dismay by those to whom
it is applied, there are ways of mitigating and compensating them, for
example, protections for those who need to sell or capital gains tax
incentives for investments held for longer periods.
As the PRS is fragmented and made up primarily of small landlord
holdings of less than 10 properties, any changes to the market conditions
are likely to have unpredictable effects. However, the movement away
from a PRS made up of small time “accidental” landlords to one based
around large scale institutional investment should be welcomed.
Not only would this increase supply, thereby making the housing market
less volatile, it would also mean more people saving and contributing to
pensions, rather than paying off mortgages in order to support themselves
in their retirement. A practice which is unsustainable and will almost
certainly require massive spending cuts on areas usually classed as no-go
areas, such as healthcare, or massive redistributions of wealth from the
rich to the poor through inheritance taxes.
Instead of concentrating on the short term capital gains of individuals,
Labour needs to refocus its attention on engaging larger organisations
looking for longer term and safer investments. But this raises serious
questions about the role of government; does it exist to provide its citizens
with public goods, or merely to maintain the structures necessary for the
operation of a market?
Hopefully the next Labour government will remember what I fear the
Conservatives never knew; that housing needs to be about collective
goods, not just private property.
Romin Sutherland
NextDoor project manager at the Zacchaeus 2000 Trust (Z2K)
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Top of the Policies - Transport
Chaired by Maria Eagle MP
St. Stephen’s Tavern, Westminster
13 June 2012

to quieter times and cleaner modes. Commissioners of transport services would
be expected to bring forward improvements that allowed for such changes in
travel patterns, cutting across traditional organisation boundaries between different modes where necessary.
Stephen Colebourne
Author of UK rail blog.
London’s transport capacity timebomb: London is facing a timebomb in
public transport demand. The next 20 years sees a 14% rise in population, but
a 70% rise in total public transport demand (according to TfL). Given how long
it takes to build transport investment, the time for action is now. Crossrail 1, at
£16bn provides an increase in capacity of just 10%, so I’ll outline some more
effective alternative ideas to “just” progressing Crossrail 2.
Joe Fortune
SERA Executive member and Parliamentary Officer of the Co-operative Party.
Peoples’ Rail - People before profits: Move train operating companies and the
infrastructure manager in to the mutual sector. Give communities, employees
and passengers a real say and stake in the way in-which our railways are run.

Top Policy:
Amanda Ramsay
Former Labour Councillor
Better Deal on the Buses - bring buses back
under local authority control and under a
new regulatory framework: Decent, affordable
bus services are essential for social mobility,
to ease congestion and aid access to services,
jobs and leisure activities, but too often now in
private hands are too expensive and not efficient
enough in routes and regularity. There should
be more competition and price controls. Buses
in cities like Bristol, Manchester and Glasgow
should be overseen by local authority, in a similar
style to the way Transport for London runs the
UK capital’s buses where the system works well
across the whole city.

Robert Audsley
CH2M HILL Head of Transport Infrastructure.
Create a scheme to reward workers and employers changing to quieter
times of travel, or for using cleaner forms of transport: A mobility incentive
policy would establish a link between the cost of travel, time and mode of travel;
and provide for reductions in taxation for workers and employers changing use
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Charles King
Chair Croydon South Labour Party.
Why don’t people think rail fares are fair: A recent survey by the rail regulators found that over 50% of respondents said getting the best fare was a lottery,
75% did not understand the rules on Off-Peak and 45% said that fares were too
complicated. The existing system of mixed distance and market related fares
discriminates against those who do not understand it, those who buy a ticket
on the day, those who can’t plan a long time ahead, those without the internet,
and those who do not have a large station in their area, it also distorts the usage
statistics. Solution: return to a simple mileage based system based on so much
per mile which tapers as you go longer distances. I would have four national
fares types: single and return at twice the single fare; saver single or return at
50% the full fare with the same restrictions to all operator; cheap day returns for
shorted distances at 50% the normal peak price; and promotional fares offered
by each operator.
Mike Morgan-Giles
Political Communications
A car-free city: Too much of our transport infrastructure is currently based
around the interests of motorists. Testing out a car-free city could lead to greater
environmentalism and improved public transport in the future.
Richard Pout
Regional Cities’ Railways - Better local services: Our regional cities have
very different standards for their local rail services. The Government is consulting on how (much and what) to devolve to new regional local authority group33

ings. Liverpool has a very good local rail network in Merseyrail. Birmingham
and the West Midlands, Greater Glasgow also have good local train service
networks, but in other cities the trains are not so good. Manchester’s Metrolink
Trams are excellent; frequent and reliable, but why do some local railway stations only have trains stopping every TWO hours. Similarly Newcastle too has an
excellent Metro but getting the trains to Blaydon and Dunston, er.. no! There are
lots of other examples in the regions. Bristol could have an excellent local rail
system, but the DfT is unwilling to electrify branch lines. Trains every 30 minutes
are an absolute minimum, and ideally if they are improved to every 15 or 20
minutes, with reasonable fares, punters will flock to them! .
Francis Prideaux
Labour Party Member.
Return our railways to public ownership: It is already the agreed policy of
the Labour Party Conference to take back Rail services into public ownership
as and when current contracts with the private sector expire. At a time when
travellers are being obliged to pay more and more for a declining standard of
service, it is more than high time for Labour’s leadership to campaign publicly
for a necessary and popular vote-winner.

Murad Qureshi AM
Labour Group, London Assembly.

Collective hub for London is the way forward for aviation in South-East:
With all the Heathrow-centric discussion of aviation policy in the ES, you would
be forgiven for thinking no other airports in London & the South-East exist. The
reality is we have much spare capacity between these airports including the
reality that Heathrow will be expanding (by passenger numbers not flights) and
this calls for a different approach. That approach is better connectivity between
our airports.
Richard Ramsay
Labour Party member.
The introduction of mandatory use of dipped headlamps during daylight
hours by drivers of all vehicles: Following a European directive in 2008, by
summer 2012 all new vehicles have to be fitted with dedicated daytime running
lamps. About half of EU member states already require this. To reduce deaths
and accidents, now is the time to legislate that all motorists have to use daytime
running lights, regardless of vehicle modification.
Anna Semlyen
20’s Plenty for Us Campaign Manager.
20mph is the Answer- What’s the Question? 20mph limits for urban areas are
popular (70-80% support), reduce casualties and have fantastic rates of return
(Warrington found 800% First year on its pilots), reduce air pollution and fuel use
by 12%, increase walking and cycling levels (up to 12% in Bristol). They do not
have any noticeable effect on journey times. 8 million people live in authorities
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with a wide 20 mph limit policy.
Gregory Thompson
Link Council Tax to Land Values to collect that wealth created by the Transport system: If we collect the portion of land values created by the transport
system it could be fiscally neutral. See the effect of the Jubilee Line extension
on property values along the route. In London a tube station adds roughly £10k
to a property per minute of proximity.
Jonathan Todd
Labour activist and freelance economist.
Give transport authorities across the country franchise powers over bus
routes: London is the only part of the country with rising bus use and the only
part of the country where the transport authority has franchise powers over
bus routes. These powers create competition for markets, not competition
within markets, meaning that bus service provision is driven by the social needs
enshrined in the franchises that bus operators compete for, not exclusive profit
maximisation on the terms of the bus operators. This is a simple change that
would retain the disciplines of the market, while putting people before profits
and vested interests.
Joe Williams
Sustrans’ Policy and Media Advisor.
20mph default speed limits on all built up roads: Each year hundreds of
children are killed and harmed on the roads where we live and work, and traffic
and congestion ensure that millions more are cooped up indoors. Changing
the speed limit from 30 to 20 miles per hour is proven to save lives and reduce
childhood obesity, and most people in the UK including the AA-want 20 miles
per hour speed limits so they can enjoy their neighbourhoods and feel safe
travelling by bike and on foot.
Rob Williams
Freelance Writer
We need a transport tax to get our cities moving: Those who gain from a
good public transport should pay something towards it. As the International
Association of Public Transport (UITP) says, “employers and retailers both gain
from the provision of public transport services which give them access to a
wider labour market and retail market respectively”. The most important source
of funding for local public transport projects in France is the versement transport (transport tax), or VT for short.
Christian Wolmar
Writer and Broadcaster on Transport Matters
A breath of fresh air for central London: The key idea is to transforming
central London by squeezing out the use of the private car through a series of
measures and policies favouring other modes.
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We need a better deal on the buses
Having worked in four UK cities: Bristol, Manchester, Plymouth
and London; I have seen first-hand the huge differences in public
transport available in different parts of the country. As a Bristol
resident and campaigner, the contrast with London is nothing
short of shameful.
Decent, affordable bus services are essential for any sense of
social mobility and access to health care, jobs, leisure facilities,
shops and family and friends, but too often are expensive and
not efficient enough in terms of routes and regularity.
Bus route availability and costs in cities like Bristol and Glasgow
could be overseen and controlled by the local authority and
elected representatives, in a similar way Transport for London
runs the capital’s bus system, where residents are well served
across the whole city and pay just £1.35 a journey using Oyster,
a pre-charged electronic swipe card. Prices are also capped.
In Bristol, it is often cheaper to get a taxi than to hop on a bus,
for a family or group of friends. This is crazy, especially, for a
city with bad air quality from high car usage with higher than
average asthma rates, stemming from its basin-like geographical
location. This is an environmental issue as well as a social policy
imperative.
Looking forward to 2015, we need to demand a better deal on
the buses; a better, cheaper, more efficient bus system that is all
about social mobility and getting Britain working.
Transport is a critical Labour issue, for working and nonworking people alike and must be about empowering and
enabling communities. It’s one thing to demand job creation and
encourage the long term unemployed into work, but people need
to be able to reach their place of work easily, cheaply and at
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times that suit their shifts.
With Labour’s transport policy review well underway, Maria
Eagle as shadow secretary of state for transport has promised
Labour will find extra resources for transport, by being tough
with the vested interests in the train and bus companies, not by
seeking extra resources from the treasury. From the woman who
once took her own employers to a tribunal, a law firm at that, I’d
suggest private companies who prioritise profit over people take
heed.
Looking to 2015 and beyond, Eagle promises to bring the bus
network, outside London, back under some form of democratic
control, as it is already in the capital city.
Labour’s transport lead for Bristol city council, explains more
about the challenges on the ground: “Labour achieved much in
the Blair/Brown governments but needed to show more vigour
in challenging officials and the traditional ways of evaluating
proposals,” Cllr Mark Bradshaw says.
“But outright bus re-regulation would bankrupt Bristol at a time of
£75 million cuts across council budget. That’s just a non-starter.
Cuts are impacting on frontline services, tough choices are being
made but the council needs to target limited resources wisely.
But bus services must be reliable, affordable and connected.”
Labour legislated for local authorities to be able to demand
more powers in the 2008 Transport Act. Through the creation of
an integrated transport authority (ITA) Bristol could do so much
more.
“Bristol has such tight boundaries, the city needs to form an
ITA with our immediate neighbours and partner on integrated
transport systems, such as South Gloucestershire. But it must be
bureaucratic light and policy smart,” Bradshaw spells out.
Senior member of the transport Select Committee Graham
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Stringer MP agrees with ITAs and more bus regulation. He
says: “West Yorkshire wants a Quality Bus Contract Scheme
(QBC) which will make bus operators more accountable to
Council Tax-payers. Transport minister Norman Baker should
support this.”
Maria Eagle is similarly clear on the importance of a local,
strategic approach to transport.
“Many communities feel that they have little influence over the
local transport on which many depend,” she tells me.
“Labour’s policy review has heard how we should have
been more willing to tackle the consequences of the Tories’
disastrous privatisation of the rail industry and deregulation
of bus services outside London. Passengers have been
left frustrated by the lack of any influence in decisions over
services and fares. Many increasingly feel ‘priced off’ public
transport with consequences for their quality of life as well as
for congestion and the environment.
“I am clear that we need a new approach to enable people
to have a real influence over the local transport services on
which they depend. I want to see the rest of England benefit
from London-style powers to manage bus and train services in
the way that can make integrated transport a reality. It’s time
that fares and services were agreed not with profits but with
passengers in mind. A real commitment to devolving powers
and funding over transport will require a cultural change away
from the ‘Whitehall knows best’ approach.

services and make the strategic decisions over investment in
major local transport schemes, communities will not be able
to match London’s ability to deliver high quality reliable and
affordable integrated transport networks.”
Eagle describes her proposals as representing “the biggest
devolution of power in transport since Barbara Castle in the
late 70s”.
For Bristol it can’t happen soon enough.

Amanda Ramsay
Former Labour Councillor

“It will mean being willing to take on the vested interests in the
private train and bus companies that benefit from the current
system.
“It is clear that without greater support to intervene in the
local bus market, take responsibility for local and regional rail
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Top Policy:
David Hines
Operations Manager, National Victims’ Association.
An obligation by the State to recognise Homicide
Victims’ needs

Jessica Asato
Ambassador for Make Justice Work
Greater use of Intensive Alternatives to Custody Orders instead of
short-term custodial sentences: An IAC order is a comprehensive community based intervention which focuses on reducing the risk of reoffending. It is estimated that community sentences reduce reoffending by 13%
compared with short custodial sentences, and providing IAC orders for all
eligible young adult offenders instead of a custodial sentence would save
£500 million over the next 5 years. Greater use of these orders would both
help society by reducing reoffending as well as saving taxpayers money.
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Graham Beech
Strategic Development Director, Nacro
Thinking big to tackle the big problem of crime related to mental
health and substance misuse: We know that what people want is for the
crime to stop. They don’t want it to happen to them or to their families,
to their neighbours or their friends. And when it comes to reducing reoffending – particularly with offenders who have severe mental health or
substance misuse problems – prison is not the place to do this. We need
credible alternatives to custody which include; consistent assessment
services; specialist treatment based on evidence of outcomes; secure,
stable accommodation; electronic monitoring; and help to remove the barriers people face in moving on and putting their offending and associated
problems behind them. And we need to do this on scale – not in small
local pockets with small offender cohorts – the problem is big, the problem
isn’t easy to solve but if we really want crime to stop then we need to go
for big solutions.
Nick Goldberg
Labour activist
Executive responsibility for drug policy should be handed to an
independent panel of experts and professionals: Most politicians and
all of the three main political parties do not want to be seen to be soft on
drugs. I therefore propose setting up a fully independent inquiry into drug
classifications and legislation, with a view to formulating a pragmatic and
effective drug policy in the UK. This would take into account the different
priorities of local and regional authorities, both council, probation and
police, as regards enforcement practices, implementation timescales and
the concerns of particular communities and residents. Such an approach
would look to merge policy and operations, and allow for a more unified
and efficient system, free from populist misunderstandings and misrepresentations.
Cllr Mike Harris
Vice-Chair of Lewisham Council In England
Justice is open to all – like the Ritz: English law is the envy of the world,
but it comes at a price – our legal system is one of the world’s most
expensive, and often fails to deliver justice for the poorest in society. Alternatives such as arbitration and mediation are rarely used, and the judiciary
seems incapable to delivering cost-saving measures. A new Legal Aid Bill
from a Labour government will reinstate lost legal aid, whilst capping costs
Dan McCurry
Freelance
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Police Station Rep. Reverse burden on handling stolen goods, for
those of bad character: Quite often, when my career criminal clients
are caught in possession of stolen goods, they use that old chestnut:
“I bought it off a man in a pub” and that’s enough to get them off, even
when they have previous for dishonesty. The law is weighted on the side
of the wrong-doer in this case. I propose that if a person has an unspent
conviction for dishonesty, then it should be for the accused to prove their
innocence, not for the prosecution to prove their guilt.
Rt. Hon. Alun Michael MP
Labour and Co-operative MP for Cardiff South and Penarth
Empower, engage and enfranchise young people: Instead of seeing
young people as ‘the problem’, let’s enable young people to be the solution by treating them as citizens and trusting them to provide leadership
and positive role models for their own generation and younger children.
The National Youth Bureau found the “Process of Enfranchisement” to
be a series of incoherent and inconsistent landmarks in the rights and
responsibilities garnered while growing up. Volunteering is ‘the essential
act of citizenship’ so let’s nip things in the bud when things start to go
wrong. But let’s also enable the good to drive out the band by engaging
young people in leading local youth partnerships, giving them the vote at
14 and providing a compact to balance right and responsibilities in regard
to education, training and employment
Murad Qureshi AM
Labour Group, London Assembly.
Repeal the Extradition Act 2003: What can be worse than being locked
up indefinitely without knowing the charges against you and the threat of
extradition hanging over you. The least we should expect is British justice
for British subjects. If Labour is to get its civil liberties credentials back, it
needs to repeal the Extradition Act which permits this in the first place.
Amanda Ramsay
Labour Uncut and Bristol South Labour Party development officer
Keeping social welfare legal aid in scope: Reinstate the Specialist Support Service, to help law centres and Citizen Advice Bureaux. This is in
light of government’s action this June via the Legal Services Commission’s
decision to scrap major service providing specialist welfare advice, weeks
after 90,000 people were told their benefits would be cut.
John Slinger
Chair, Pragmatic Radicalism
Citizen Senators selected by lot instead of an elected Lords: Current
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plans for an elected second chamber will cause a constitutional clash with
the Commons and will create another tier of party-controlled politicians. It
is time to bring ‘we the people’ directly into our legislature, through Citizen
Senators, who would be selected by lot as with jury selection, would
receive training, would serve for 12 months and be required to relinquish
party affiliation and act only in the public interest on the evidence before
them.
Romin Sutherland
NextDoor Project Manager, Zacchaeus 2000 Trust (Z2K)
Remove all under-18s from the criminal justice system: All children who
commit crimes, no matter how violent or sexual, should be treated as ‘children in need’, and the offence and consequences for the child adjudicated
upon by Family Court judges, working alongside social workers and legal
advisers, in exactly the same way as care proceedings are dealt with now.
This would involve abolishing the Youth Courts and transferring responsibility for adjudicating upon crimes committed by children from magistrates
over to the Family Courts, possibly with the involvement of the Safeguarding Children Boards and newly reconfigured Youth Offending Teams.
Tom Tàbori
LSE
Repeal of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders
Act 2012: My explanation is the Act itself, plus the existence of alternatives (cutting legal aid in restraint order cases; contingent legal aid funds;
etc), and ultimately that effective access to justice is at the heart of a free
democracy.
Jonathan Todd
Freelance Economist and columnist for Labour Uncut.
A Federal future for the UK: Labour should argue for greater powers for
English cities and regions, including increased powers to raise taxes and
bonds, alongside enhanced devolution settlements for Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales. Rather than inevitably breaking up the UK by seeking
to resolve the west Lothian question by creating an English Parliament
or excluding non-English members from Westminster votes, a federalism
based upon increased powers for English cities and regions would allow
the UK to remain united in diversity and grow more prosperous. This federal
structure should also come to be reflected in the membership, purpose and
structure of the second chamber, as debate about the second chamber will
almost certainly be returned to over coming years.
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It’s time for a “victims law” where the state recognises its
obligation to homicide victims
Almost twenty years ago, my wife Kathy and I fought a painful
3 year court battle to adopt our infant grandson.
The boy had been left parentless when his mother was killed
and his father was sent to prison… for committing the murder.
Three years seems like an eternity for people trying to rescue
a victimised child from the social services system. The ordeal
seemed even more unnecessarily lengthy (and outrageously
expensive) since we were the boy’s blood relatives; his
murdered mother was our own daughter.
The victims of murder live a lifetime of pain and anguish. At
the corner pub, people whisper about them from the next
table over. Neighbours drop off flowers and then look away.
Lifelong friends, never sure what to say or afraid to seem
happy in front of people in perpetual mourning, fade away.
We were extremely hurt by how the system us down – not only
through the painstaking adoption process but also during the
trial and criminal conviction process.
My anger grew when I saw my daughter’s murderer benefiting
from the social service system (appointed counsel, fed,
clothed, housed, and treated humanely). That’s where the tax
payer’s money is going. The granting of legal aid to a murderer
and the refusal of aid to the victims’ family was an injustice and
insult.
The system’s betrayal was particularly pointed for me,
because, as an elected magistrate, I had been a proud part
of the mechanism of justice. I was supposed to be the
knowledgeable one. I was working in the system.

geared for the criminal not the victims.
That’s why I founded the National Victim’s Association and
why I went to thePragmatic Radicalism “top of the policies”
event to propose a new policy for Labour: a “victims law”.
This would create a legal and statutory obligation to care for
the victims of homicide that raise children resulting from a
murder or manslaughter.
Under this policy, the families should receive all necessary
assistance until the child or children reach the age of 18.
That should include finance, education, legal aid irrespective
of status,
The state should not place the burden on the secondary
victim nor rely on their moral conscience to avoid helping
these families.
The new “victims law” was backed by Louise Casey, the
former victims’ commissioner, and would correct the
ineffective care services currently provided as well as
lessening the long-term psychological impact for co-victims.
The cost of this proposal would be minimal as only 4% of all
killings result in relatives raising their children.
From my personal experience, and that of many people
who have worked with the NVA, this proposal would be
wholeheartedly welcomed by society and a vote winner for a
political party that backs it.
David Hines
Operations Manager
National Victims’ Association

It made me feel that everything in this awful situation was
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Top of the Policies - Southwark

Chaired by Mayor Althea Smith & Organised by Rowenna Davies
The Roebuck Pub, Southwark
1 September 2012

way in inspiring a generation by offering children the chance to trade in old computer
games consoles for a pair of proper running shoes.
Chris Haydon
A community media strategy for Southwark: We need to formulate a local media
venture, bringing together primary schools and broadcast TV by bringing crumbling
local infrastructure into use. The aim should be to turn youngsters into radicalised – if
apolitical – citizens.
Tom Heys
Chaucer and Cathedrals member.
Compulsory voting in Southwark: Southwark should either make voting compulsory
or, if that´s outside council powers, make eligibility for certain council services (e.g.
being a member of a library) contingent on having voted in the last election.

Top Policy:

Json Keto-Edwards
Chief executive of XLJ
Building new lives for ex-offenders: People who
have served time in prison often turn back to crime
or benefits because no one will give them work.
Businesses that offer second chances to ex-offenders
who have tried hard to turn their lives around should
be recognised by a new Lapel badge as a sign of
best practice.

Karl Eastham
The Southwark Elderly Care Contract: A radical solution to the funding of care for
the elderly at a national level is missing. The Care Contract would allow those who are
able to pay for their care in Southwark to do so when they die, allowing them to keep
their home in their old age.
Jasmine Ali
Adoption in Southwark: Make Southwark a shining example by delivering a fast, safe
non racialised adoption service, the best in the country.
Dr Chris Gonde
Combat domestic violence: A policy that allows women to be safe from fear and
abuse should include, immediate eviction of council tenants proved of perpetrating
domestic violence, suspending suspected council employees, compiling a register
of perpetrators, establishing 24 hour help line staffed by volunteers who experienced
domestic violence and the establishment of a Domestic Violence commissioner.
Lucas Green
Soles for Consoles: Southwark has pioneered free school meals for all. On the back
of this, and also after our brilliant showing at London 2012, Southwark will lead the
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Megan Hunter
Manager at Central School for Speech and Drama
Creative spaces for creative purposes: Working with prominent arts venues in
Southwark to ensure that their spaces and facilities are adequately utilized. Providing
funding for community engagement programs, particularly involving youth in less economically privileged areas with placement and creative development opportunities.
Steve Jordan
A Next Steps Service for Southwark: A lot of time and money has gone into youth
services. But we need to invest in the transition to adulthood. The Next Steps service
would provide a holistic support service for 18-25 year olds, providing lectures,
debates and coaching for new adults in the borough. .
Gordon McCullough
Head of Community Action
Southwark Council officers going one step further to support the third sector: A
proportion of Southwark councillors’ and council officers’ time and salary should be
devoted to voluntary organisations in the borough. This would help build knowledge
and experience on both sides, and give more resources to the third sector at a time
when they need it most.
Clifton Nelson
Spaces for young people: Young people need more free spaces to organise their own
activities and programmes, and more volunteers to assist them. At the moment places
like Cambridge House – which charge 20 pounds an hour – are prohibitive.
Michael O´Akuwanu
Colour in the shutters: New York has rejuvenated inner city areas by designing colourful murals on shop shutters. We need communal regeneration of key impact areas
to create a sense of community spirit and local identity.
Anthony Peters
Southwark Citizens Fund: Every month citizens of Southwark can put aside money,
which is invested in local businesses via the council, in a socially acceptable way. It will
provide a return to Southwark residents, and extend credit and liquidity to local busi-
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nesses. It could be managed by an independent third party, such as the Cooperative
Bank, who have experience in this manner of ethical investments.
Annie Powell
Southwark Sports Day: An annual community sports day sponsored by Southwark
Council would be a great way to contribute to the Olympic legacy as well as providing
a social forum for Southwark residents.
Erina Rayner
Campaigner for Southwark based charity Living Streets.
Restoring the glory of Borough High Street: A plan to spruce up the existing buildings and have them occupied, and put the brakes on the growth of fast food and
betting shops.
Kate Robertson
Cathedrals and Chaucer member.
Generating apprenticeships in Southwark: Southwark council spends over 35 million
pounds a year on contracts. My policy is to require that every contractor provides real
apprenticeships for local people.
Niall Smith
Enterprise Manager at Backr
Job-creation linking unemployed to SME sector: We now want to build on the
strong connections between neighbours to support local small businesses, and test a
new model for job creation that will link the unemployed and the SME sector in a positive cycle of development. .
Ellen Sutcliffe
The Forgotten: Southwark Council should conduct an in-depth, cross-party investigation (which would include the community at large) into the procedures and guidelines
governing the control and treatment of dementia sufferers whilst in the care of the NHS
and Social Services.
Sheila Taylor
Secretary of Bermondsey and Old Southwark Labour party.
Share a Bin: Residents were horrified when the council’s new recycling policy covered
Southwark with thousands of ugly big bins. This policy would beautify the borough,
save public money and encourage neighbourliness.
Lesley Wertheimer
Project co-ordinator at Growing Southwark.
Saving the Environment: All space must be utilitised by the local communities to
enhance the environment.
James Wise
Social entrepreneurs: A plan for Southwark council to make space and expertise
available to social entrepreneurs, in partnership with local businesses and public
services.
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LAPEL – a way forward for increasing the participation of local
communities in the rehabilitation of ex-offenders
LAPEL stands for the Life After Prison Employment League. It is a policy
proposal that offers a new way to re-integrate ex-offenders into the
community, and, critically, prevent re-offending.
Punishments vary in degree when the courts assess punitive sanctions but
in reality, a conviction is a conviction no matter how petty or serious the
issue.
Finding employment is naturally not an easy task, but when an individual
has a previous conviction be it spent or unspent it is an even taller order.
We all now live in a world where most employers including professional
bodies demand to know if a prospective employee has any convictions.
The irony about this question is that when such information is disclosed,
chances are the individual does not make the shortlist. If not disclosed
before employment it may form the basis of a later dispute or sacking
following such appointment.
As an employer who has employed people with previous convictions, I
have found these individuals worthy candidates with a strong desire to
want to prove themselves deserving of the opportunity given them. I also
believe that a legacy founded on employers supporting this group would
only serve to reduce re-offending.
Based on this experience, my organisation Chainges Today is leading calls
for a new approach to supporting ex-offenders. We believe LAPEL could
be a vital tool in rehabilitating and re-settling ex-offenders.
The programme would involve an accreditation that can be displayed
by employers showing their social responsibility in supporting the
rehabilitation of ex-offenders.
Ex-offenders would be able to qualify for a parallel certification that would
demonstrate their commitment to rehabilitation and could be presented to
potential employers.
While many consider Peckham (Southwark) a crime hot-spot, we at
ChaingesToday see it as an ideal location for LAPEL to revolutionize the
relationship between offenders and communities.
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The council is ideally placed to support such an initiative, helping generate
awareness of the business accreditations and ex-offender certifications, as
well as taking more direct action themselves.
For example, the council could incorporate provision for ex-offender
employment through contractual arrangements with its suppliers, making
allowances available to train these individuals and possibly offer them
employment.
Where an ex-offender is not immediately ready for employment, we would
want to route them through to the right support from existing programmes
such as mentoring to help them build the skills needed.
The critical success factor in the rehabilitation of an ex-offender is to reintegrate them into the legal economy.
A recent survey on new prison arrivals shows that some 26% of these
offenders have listed “self-employment” as their previous occupation.
Many have operated in the “grey economy” outside of the financial and
taxation systems. This grey economy, the extent of their market knowledge,
has in many instances involved criminal enterprises involving dealing drugs
or trafficking stolen goods; in all a menace to society.
A report from the Prison Reform Trust shows the number of offenders being
returned to jail has more than trebled in the past five years. The cost to the
tax payer of re-offending is £13 billion a year, before counting the cost to
the victims of crime.
The question is not whether we can afford to improve out support for
ex-offenders through programmes like LAPEL, but whether we can afford
not to?

Json Keto-Edwards
Chief executive of XLJ
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“

Pragmatic Radicalism is playing a vital role in enabling members
and supporters to get involved in Labour’s Policy Review in a
lively and democratic way. The TOTP events are proving to be
a brilliant way of ensuring that the Shadow Cabinet hears a
wide range of new ideas that can engage and inspire the public,
essential if we are to win the next election.
Maria Eagle MP
Shadow Transport Secretary

“Pragmatic Radicalism’s TOTP has proven to be an
excellent way to stimulate new policy thinking, and to give
opportunities for suggesting proposals to those who don’t
normally have access to Labour’s policy-making process.”
Lord Stewart Wood
Strategic Adviser to Ed Miliband
& Shadow Cabinet Minister
“I found TOTP to be the most refreshing approach to
discussing new policy ideas I’ve been involved in for a long
time – and good fun thrown in too!”

“

We are engaging with Southwark council with a view to encouraging other
employers and businesses in Southwark to understand that playing a role
in supporting these individuals in finding work, equals a greater guarantee
that they would not re-offend.

Sadiq Khan MP
Shadow Justice Secretary

“TOTP is an innovative and interesting format for political debate
which will help foster engagement in many policy important
areas. The TOTP defence event we held produced good ideas
which were a very positive contribution to our policy review.”
Jim Murphy MP
Shadow Defence Secretary
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@PragRad

#TOTP
Pragmatic Radicalism provides a new platform for Labour members and
supporters, which launched in July 2011. Our primary aim is to stimulate
the development of new policy ideas and networks in an innovative manner,
which will help Shadow Ministers and the broader party to develop the policy
ideas required to help return Labour to power. We do this in a non-factional,
transparent, respectful, inclusive, democratic and bottom-up manner. We
give emphasis to the quality of the ideas rather than the status of the person
advocating them.

Get involved with our events at www.pragmaticradicalism.co.uk
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